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Modesty Panels –  

A new paradigm in Visible Ass-Crack management 

keywords: VAC, Assos life extension, embarrassment issues, lycra degradation, keeping 

your friends, tidy, becoming. 

It is generally acknowledged that VAC (Visible Ass Crack) is an increasingly important 

problem among Audax riders. Some rate it as high as MCT (Male Camel Toe). What can be 

done to address this? Let’s look at both the origins and potential solutions to this vexing 

issue.  

If you are like me and feel that no price can be put ass comfort, read on. But, if you are 

happy in cheap Chinese knock-offs, you need not read further. 

1.  The Problem 

We’ve all been there: You are on a big ride. You want the optimum ass comfort. You wear 

those favourite comfy expensive but old knicks. You are riding amongst your peers. But 

your peers are peering. At your VAC. For the next 600k. Which comment would you prefer 

from your fellow riders? 

 

or 

 

2. The Issue   

Good ass comfort does not come cheap. Assos does a quality bib knick. However, they are 

not satisfied with charging ridiculous prices, they also humiliate you with their branding and 

techno-babble:  
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T.CAMPIONISSIMO_S7 (A$590*) “Race proven aeroPatterningFenomeno1 design and the 

premier compression approach that we call ergoKompressor combine for a propulsive 

magic carpet effect. And once you’re flying, these shorts keep out of the way with a majestic 

Campionissimo insert.”  

However, the technology seems to be UV sensitive and deteriorates over time. Here are the 

results after extensive testing:  

 

Fig1 a) Standard test ass (simulated) b) newish Assos; c) worn old Assos (note VAC) 

3.  The Solution 

So do you throw out those $590* bib knicks? No! Not when you can bedazzle as well 

become becoming. Either alfoil or 3M reflective cloth can restore modesty and friendships: 

The modesty panel. 

 

* No one actually pays this sort of money. The T.neoPro_s7 is $189 from Wiggle.com 


